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Florida's Oldest
College Newspaper

mium Sandspur

VOLUME 52

WINTER PARK. FLORIDA, THURSDAY, MAY 20. 1948

Allen Directs Phi
Beta's Spider Island

ANNOUNCEMENT
By unanimous vote of the faculty, student deans, all students will atin order to permit students to leave tend classes until the official closon the afternoon train, "D" period • v
1 •
.„ 1
.
n,
' ^^S hour,
ill be
classes will be omitted on Tuesday, |
at 10:00 o'clock Wednesday
June 1st. This means that college ]held
Commencement
for undergraduates
cially
at 12 noon Junewill
1st.end offi morning, June 2nd in Knowles MeStudents are reminded, however, morial Chapel and undergraduates
that except in case of real emer- are, of course, cordially invited to
gencies, to be determined by the I attend.

Having Trouble

Kidds* Composor S & L Oklahoma

Here
ere For W e e k Successful
access

Recital A t
Dyer Friday

NUMBER 25

Memorial Service
For Louise Homer
Dr. Manly Duckworth, president
of XI Chapter of Kappa Lambda,
honorary music fraternity on the
Rollins Campus, announces an evening of music to take place at the
Knowles Memorial C h a p e l on
Thursday evening, May 20th, at
8:15, Commemorating the first anniversary of the death of Madame
Louise Homer, beloved member of
the Society.
It will be an all-Brahms program
given by the Rollins Chapel Choir.
Terrell Weaver, soprano soloist,
will sing Sheep and Lambs, which
was composed by Dr. Sidney
Homer.
The public is cordially invited to
attend and to participate in this
memorial concert especially planned as an expression of admiration
and affection for a great artist.

HI

Hendrix and Porter
Recitals to be Given

Advertisers

D* Campus Sing Major
oenior uancz
Held May 29 Event This Weekend

The Student Council will sponsor
Director Donald S. Allen has antheir annual dance for the seniors
nounced the all-girl cast of his
on Saturday, the 29th of May at
forthcoming production, "Spider IsDubsdread Country Club from nine
land," which is sponsored by Phi
till one, it was announced by ParkThe presentation will be ofer
Simpson, chairman of the comfered in Fred Stone Theatre, May
mittee, also on the committee are
25 through 28, with proceeds going
Harry James, Bev Burkhart and
We students got our wish and got
•or a Theater Arts scholarship.
Dixie Redding. Music for dancing
The players include Beverly Cot- Kermit Dell in charge of the Cenwill be provided by Ingram Willox
ter, Elinore Bellen, Josette Stan- ter, but one man alone can't run
and
his orchestra, and refreshments
:iu, Barbara Coith, Terrell "Weav- it all by himself ,it takes the cowill be served by the Mays of the
>r, Mary Delano, and Penny Drinlcoperation of everyone right down
Beanery. The dance will be held on
water.
Producer - directors Lewis and the patio. All girls will have 1:30
"Spider Island" is a mystery in the line, including the students. Juilliard's loan to Rollins, David
e tried and true "Night Must First it was a matter of our putting Baker, arrived last. Saturday, just Shapiro paced the floor. They can't
in
time
for
a
special
performance
Fall" tradition. The play takes
nd pepper in the sugar bowls
remember which floor, but if one
place in an abandoned lighthouse
ow it is something more se- of his first musical comedy, "That looks, one can still see footprints
Kid, Kidd". Pleased with the show,
island off the New England
It seems that some of us
David went on Sunday night to a in the Annie Russell lobby, just as
coast. The only inhabitants
and Salem Mayo, two spinisters are forgetting to pay our checks to party honoring him, and played his clearly as Captain Kidd's profile is
the last remaining descendants of j the cashier evei^time we make a 15 inimitable songs at the request imprinted on the stage floor boards.
proud seafaring family. purchase. We do hope it is just for- of Prexy and all the guests. Short, The ritual wasn't for exercise. It
There will be a student recital at
Abbie is slightly pixilated and be- getting not purposely walking out. dark, and unassuming, he neverthe- was simply performed because it is Dyer Memorial on Friday, May 21st
less kept his audience applauding
lieves her dead brother living in
You may think it doesn't matter,
the logical thing for directors to at 4:30 P. M. Those participating
the lighthouse tower. Her sister enand begging for more. When not
are: Kenneth Newburn, pianist;
courages the strange delusions.
nickel here and there. It seated at a piano, David can still do, and all their fingernails had Carlyle Seymour, pianist; Shirley
Their lovely niece, Star Mayo, and does matter to the cashier becau; be identified easily by a dangling been chewed off during dress re- Christenson, soprano; Agnes' Henher friend Pat come to the island it is she that has to make up the I- ky Strike and a Hoagy Car- hearsal.
drix, p i a n i s t ; and Genevieve
hael slouch. Right now, he's
after learning that Star is the sole deficit out of her own pocket. That
"Prexy's here tonight," Lewis Wright, soprano. This group of
knocking himself out trying to get
inheritor of the property, and the
isn't a very pleasant situation for
moaned, quietly having a nervous talented young artists will provide
a tan to prove to his family who
girls plunge into a series of exan interesting program, and it is
a person who depi
that pay don't know he's here, that he was. breakdown.
tremely exciting adventures.
hoped that as many students will
"So's G r a n b e r r y , " Shapiro
production marks the last check each week. In view of this
David's composing has made him
attend as possible.
presentation of the current season fact let's all be more conscientious known at Rollins, but it is his piano groaned.
the Fred Stone Theatre. Tickets and remember to faithfully pay our , playing that hds gained him rec"Think they'll like it?'"
will be on sale at the boxoffice only
ognition in the East. In the last
Came a quivering, "Hope so!"
checks each time. If we do this we '
nights of performances due
two weeks, he has given five con"This is the second time they've
to limited seating capacity of the will be helping the cashier and we certs. That should give some idea
seen it," remarked an usher.
will be helping ourselves because! of his capabilities. David began his
theatre.
Breathing a sigh of relief apiece
i't will mean that the Center will study of music at the age of five
the Lewis - Shapiro combination
have a better chance to make a and played with the Portland Symwent out front to help sweep up
profit. That profit, as you know, j phony Orchestra when he, was
the mangled mass of those who had
is given to the Student Council, j twelve. He made
been prospective ticket buyers at
who in turn .use it for the students
icluding a "command per- 8:10.
formance" while helping Uncle
benefit.
"That Kid Kidd" happened to
ROLLINS COLLEGE CONSERVA- i
Sam in Saipan, until he entered Rollins like "Oklahoma" happened
TORY OF MUSIC
|
Juilliard two years ago. Even then to Broadway. The latter is still
.stopher 0. Honaas, Director,
ho contitnued his concerts and is running due to the fact that the
presents
1
.-^till doing so.
cast gets paid, and has no homeAGNES HENDRIX
'
Interested in writing musical work worries. But despite the temcomedies as well continuing his [Terature v/hich v,'as 210-degrees-in
.lUNIOR RECITAL
concert work,Y>avid was easily tal- the streetlight, "Kidd" ran an extra
Assisted by
lied into doing the music for the night, so that some people might
The University of Houston Int.
MARGARET BELL
Independent show. In fact, he al- see it for the fourth time, and comnational Study Centers are j
Soprano
leady had some of <;he melodies poser David Baker for the first.
nouncing plans for their
Katherine Carlo at the piano
sessions in Cuba and Guatemela- that were heard here .In two days
Baker arrived Saturday morning.
SUNDAY EVENING, MAY
Mexico for the summer of 1948. he wrote eight songs for it. Then He'd gotten the idea of coming
TWENTY-THIRD NINETEEN
Students from all colleges are in- he threw out six of tHem. But final- when the president of Julliard ConIIUNDRER FORTY-EIGHT
ly, composing at odd moments . . . servatory called him into his office
vited to attend.
at eifrht-fiftoen o'clock
The student centers provide an oddest of them all, 8:30 one mornWINTER PARK WOMAN'S CLUB lpp„^j^„ijy ^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^,^y„„ ing! . . . he had the score com- and suggested it. The president got
the idea upon receipt of a wire
Wmter Pai-k, Florida
j ^^y^^j^ g^i^^ j ^ school. Full college pleted. And that
the ] isic of 1 fr#m Mrs. Virginia Shaw, who dePROGRAM
j credit on both undergraduate and i David Baker that Roll heard, i vised the plan after
after seeing tlie
j graduate levels is given for the j Th
though. Already | Thursday night show. So they >^c,i
ARIA DI PERGOLESI . Joseffy (.(mrses "taken during the summer Ihe
he is working oi I new show . . . I David off the plane, sat him down
GICUE EN RONDEAU. Rameau j gt^jjes The sessions are designed you can catch him at it
the Cen- J at a piano, and he's been at either
PRELUDE AND FUGE
| to acquaint the students with the ter. . . . still so tentatively titled one piano or another ever since.
IN C MINOR
Bach! social, cultural, and historical as- as to be virtually untitled. Just one by popular request. His playing
(No. 2 Well Tempered Clavi- j pects of Latin-American countries. clue for future reference: it's about has a strange effect. Jaws drop
chord. Book I.)
j Traveling and living costs are a vaudeville troup. Take it from open, and eyes get a wide expresMiss Hendrix
$275 for the Culia Center session there.
sion of awe, however, people wait
II.
I and $355/for the Mexico-Guatemela
With his first show successfully until he's finished before tearing:
SONGS OF MY SPANISH
I session (excluding tuition), from- behind him and a new one on the the instrument apart to look for
SOIL
.... -Julio Os]
Houston back to Houston. The cen- way, David has been taking time \Yhat sounded like an orchestra.
Mas cerca de mi te siento
ters are authorized by the Veterans out to appreciate Roiiins as only a
After the curtain went down on
Suene o velo no noy respiro
Administration for students going visitor can. Not having to attend "Kidd" for the final time, tlie
Que es matarme con fieso.
to school under the G.I. Bill of classes, he has been able to dig the Greenroom became its usual center
Miss Bell
Rights. The first tour extending assets of th'
mpus, the beach, of activity. The audience came back
from June 7 to July 8 will be spent the climate.
the people. And j en mass to offer congratulations.
VALSE IN D FLAT MAJOR, OP. in Cuba; and the second, which will he likes them. Whether or not the , and found the cast buried under
70 NO. 3. Noctrune mtm btm mm begin July 19 and end August 23. soon-to-be-show has its initial per-1 4,999 bouquets of flowers, Dick
70 NO. 3. NOCTURNE IN F MIN- will be spent in Mexico and Quate- formance here, Rollins has still had i Verigan happily wading through
OR, OP. 55 NO. 1. TWO MAZURthe privilege of seeing one of j box office receipt figures, and at
KAS.
The centers are conducted by Dr. David's shows, singing many of his ! least five people crooning into
A Jewish agency spokesman in
Op. 30, No. 2. in B minor
Joseph S. Werlin, Director of the songs, and knowing him. And its [ David's ears, "Thanks for the
;he U.N. said nothing could prevent
Op. 50, No. 1 in G minor
been great, knowing David Baker. I melodies."
Centers.
there being a Jewish nation in PalChopin
estine and that he had been desigMiss Hendrix
nated foreign minister in the hew
Intermission
Jewish provisional government.
IV.
The U N. approved an amended
JE DIS QUE RIEN NE M'EPOUUnited States proposal to send a
VANTE
_-Bizet
U N mediator to Palestine but to
leave the question of partition to be
Mi; Bell
-ettled by force between the Arabs
V.
in 1 the Jews.
SLOW MOVEMENT FROM THE
T'uman said in a press conferFOURTH SONATA
._ii<.e that U. S.-Soviet relations def(Keltic) ....
MacDowell
1 itelj- have not been strengthened
MOUVEMENTS PER^ the lecent exchange of notes.
PETUELS.
. Poule
The Nationalist and Communist
Apsez Modere
inies of China appear to be
Tres i\Iodere
uled foi showdown in Manchuria.
Alel-te
njchun, the Manchurian capMiss Hendrix
ll mav be evacuated by the govVI.
Hinent
SUMMER NIGHT
-...Gii>^^
^ VTIONAL
THK PETTICOAT ___. ......Trur
A National F i r e Prevention
EASTERN ROMANCE
V^=;oc committee made an inspec...
Rimsky-KorsakofT
tion toai of the Wihte House and
A RONDEL OF SPRING
BilW^
tepoited that a large sum of money
Miss Bell
should be spent to eliminate fire
hazards.
ROLLINS COLLEGE CONSERVAHouse Republicans decided on a
TORY OF MUSIC
one year extension of the reciprocal
Christopher 0. Honaas, Director
trade
agreement act and the rePresents
striction of President Truman's auMAY P O R T E R
thority
to lower tariffs.
Pianist
LOCAL
SENIOR RECITAL
Congressional action to remove
FRIDAY EVENING, MAY
rent controls in Plorida is being
(Continued on page 3)

Centers Cashier

Patronize Our

Summer Sessions

HeldlnGuatemela

The frantic rehearsing and hours
of practi/e of numerous groups on
the campus will culminate Saturday night in the Annual Campus
Sing sponsored by the Independent
Women. This colorful event will
take place in the Center Patio beginning at 7:30 when seven women's groups and three men's groups
will vie with one another for the
coveted cups.
Two numbers will be performed
by each group, the prize or required
song for each division, and a second one of their own choosing. This
year's prize songs are, fttr the
women, "On Music's Wing" by
Mendelssohn; and for the men, "All
Through the Night", an old Welch
Following the 'business' of the
Sing, the Independent Women will
serve refreshments to contestants
and guests in the Patio.
Judges selected for this year's
competition include Dr. Christopher
O. Honass, the Director of the Conservatory of Music, Miss Cornelia
Lancaster, director of music in the
Winter Park schools, and Mr. Harold McDougle, director of music in
the Apopka schools.
The general chairman for the affair is Mary Frances Hill. Shirley
Christensen is in charge of decorations assisted by Ann Louis Turley,
Edith Schultz, and Elaine Bracket.
Paula Shapiro and Pat Burgoon are
in charge of the posters.
The entries in the women's division are as follows, Alpha Phi,
led by Martha McDonald; Chi
Omega, led by Terrell Weaver;
Gamma Phi, led by Marjorie Ann
Fowler; Kappa Kappa Gamma, led
by Billie Moore; Phi Mu, led by
Martha Barksdale; Pi Beta Phi, led
by Barbara Coith; Kappa Alpha
Theta, led by Rosann Shaffer. The
entrants in the men's division are
as follows; Alpha Phi Larnbda, led
by John Murphy; Lambda Chi Alpha, led by Ernie Walker; Sigma
Nu, led by Jim Bedortha.
It promises to be an interesting
and exciting evening with one
group the Chi Omega's striving for
the third win which will give them
permanent possession of the women's division cup, and Lambda Chi
in the men's group striving to win
for the second consecutive time.

Nancy Brown
• «!=>-«>^^J Stewardess
Nancy L. Brown of Fort Myers,
wearing the wings of

THE WEEK'S

NEWS

sought by the Florida Apartment
House Association which held its
10th Annual convention in Orlando.
Added tourist facilities, expanded states advertising, removal of
gax tax from commercial fishing
craft, and soil conservation are advocated by Dan McCarty as he is
carrying his gubernatorial campaign through all of Florida on tour
before the May 25 elections.
SPORTS
•

a United Air Lines stewardess after having completed three weeks
of training at the company's stewardess schoo! in Cheyenne and is
now flying on United Mainliner
flights out of Chicago.
A native of Forest Hill, Long Island, Miss Brown graduated from
There was only a four horse field Fort Meyers High School and atthat went to the post Saturday for tended Rollins College.
the annual Preakness Stakes at
Pimlico. This is the second of the
three races for the Triple Crown,
which has been won only seven
times. The Bay Bullit Citation won
easily over the other entries as almost everyone expected. The odds
on the horse listed on the board as
1-9, were actually 1-10, the lowest
Among the many opportunities
odds legally possible to receive. As open to vacationing colfege stuin the Derby there was only win dents are the Service Opportunities
betting.
for Young People sponsored by the
American Friends Service CommitThe surprising Philadelphia's A's tee. Among the openings are jobs
continued to top the American in Mexico, and throughout the UniLeague ratings, combining hustle ted States. Students will take part
with strong pitching. The Homer- in assisting doctors and nurses, setHappy Indians held second . . . in ting up recreational facilities, or
the National, another light-hitting, rebuilding
public buildings in
good-pitching team, the Cardinals, Maine, for example. For further
eased into the No. 1 spot in a gener- information see Dr. King and Dr.
ally tight race.
Clarke.

Openings for Summer
Jchs in Mexico
And United States

TWO

ROLLINS

Editorial....
On reading with interest last weeks Thundering Herd where our
sea fairing editor was thoroughly chastised for his editorial appearing
in the May 6th Sandspur, we immediately scoured the neighboring
country side, found a May 6th Sandspur, and read the editorial, fully
expecting to get good and mad at the erring editor. Unfortunately,
the reverse was in order. We were in complete accord with the editorial which stated in part, "Don't let yourselves be whipped to a froth
over a string of generalizations and hearsay. Think a little. Analyze.
The mob doesn't think. Don't sacrifice t h a t privilege by becoming
part of it."
This, contrary to the Thundering Herd, seems like good sound advice
for all of us.
It is our sincerest hope t h a t we all are stopping to think and analyze
a t this vital time.

SANDSPUR

CAMPUS KEYHOLERS
ALPHA P H I P H U N
by P. J .

THURSDAY, MAY 20, 1945

THE KEELERS

CHI O CAPERS
Elinore over a t the Annie Russell
by Pancho Knott
by Aggie
Sunday evening you may be sure
Warning to all bicycle owners you missed something worthwhile.
This last week the Alpha Phis Best you keep your bicycles undei
been busy with the Independ- lock and cover because Cartwright Congratulations lo you Ellie, '
all walk a mile to hear you sing
ent show and rehearsals for {hi might be on the prowl
Campus Sing. There was scarcely
As the story goes for the last few anytime.
a minute when there was not a months little Jean has been borOh, yes, and don't forget thi
dance routine from "Kid Kidd" in rowing an ol' beat up bike which
Phi Beta play to be given in the
practise in the living room or else always parked in front of Fox. Well Fred Stone May 25-28, from inside
in the rooms of those who took part. —in a huge rush to deposit Ph reports we understand it's sc
Claudia, P a t Van Sickle ,and Mag- Beta money at the bank, Jean once thing you shouldn't miss .
nolia spent long hours over at the again relieved her feet by pedaling
KAPPAS KORRALED
theatre on this same routine, but uptown on the mystery bike. Leavby MAA
they never tired of it. The show ing it outside, she dashed in to do
the best this year and
Nancy
Butts as usual heads the
tip her little errand,
returning
our hats to the producers and ac- fou
list with her trek home for the
vehicle gone, stol
tors as well as our own Twins and
Others taking weekhat have you. You can just ima- week-end.
"Trudy Van Hoose."
ends off were Vincent and Margot,
g i m the nervous state she
After the show the other night, i but after hours of questioning th( who went down to Miami to meet
Magnolia received a bouquet t h a t ! story had a happy ending. Jeai Mrs. Hache, just in from Santo
If there were a fire in your dormitory, what would you grab?
is by far the most original t h a t I learned who the owner of the bike Domingo. Carolyn Maass went to
was ever graced the Alpha P h i ! was—the Fox Hall maid, who find- Sanford to visit the Brumley home,
Yvonne Fulton: My false teeth.
house. The background was a most ing the bike had ajso thought it
C-P entertained Jimmy Franklin,
Norma Depperman: My Theta mug.
inviting-looking hambone surround-1 stolen, and had peda'led it back to a Phi Delt from Gainesville, over
ed with carrots and a large well- , Fox.
Saturday and Sunday.
Ottis Mooney: My clothes and my golf clubs.
formed cabbage as the centerpiece. | Then there is the one about Marie
The house welcomed Tee and P a t
Carol Posten: Depends on what I'm wearing.
This was presented to her at the | g^d her bicycle trip to Maitland back from the infirmary with open
stage by "Uucle Bud," one of her Uvith her girl scout troop. From arms. Now third froor is like it
Anonymous: My cheaters!
most ardent admirers. Also re- | all reports the camping trip
used to be .
ceiving a bouquet of talkable pro- [ too much for her, but she still
Gordon" Tully: The keys to my car.
C-A and Little One are now
portions was Claudia Hutchinson : lived to groan her tale of woe at the through with the Independent
Dana Abbot: The chart drawn on my window shade.
for her remarkable performance in j first floor Theta house birthday Show. They've been hibernating,
the second row of the chorus . This j spread in her honor Saturday,
or, rather, catching up on their
Bill O'Hara: The fire extinguisher!
was given to her by one of her
Off to the Pelican last weekend to letter-writing, to judge from the
friends here on the campus. Wish | get a few rays of sunshine were stacks they've been t u m i n g out.
I knew t h e formula! After Mr. I G_ g and Harry, Jean and Jerry,
Sunny Daytona issued its call
Cadwell gave those bouquets to i Mickey and Jim, Ginger and Notie, Sunday and Tex and Tram and
all the girls in the show, our living | Dixie and Buddie, and not to be Janet and Fish whizzed over for a
room looked like a funeral parlor, j out done Zoe was in Coral Gables, wonderful day. Incidentally, we
or a house after a wedding. The i Xan Van went to Lakeland to a predict our own new beach will be
(third installment)
mobsters striding down a dingy
Enrique Buse: When I'm tight, I can't remember how to speak English. next bouquet goes in the fire place, student government conference, as crowded as Coney Island (well,
dimly lit street in Greenwich Vil.
the only place that is not already Burkhart had an unexpected visitor almost) with people soaking up
Babyface took a long, deep drag
Anonymous: Love Is blind but you can always feel your way.
lage. They paused in front of a
filled with flowers.
tans before returning home for
from Clemson.
I his imported
South-African
rickety, dilapidated sign reading
A blessed Event; Magnolia and
mmer vacations.
J u s t a note of joy—two more
stogey and leaned leisurely back on
"Rinck's Saloon"; then they strode
Cecil have just become the parents weeks till vacation!
By the way, Hardy came all t h e
iise-Iounge as he conteminside. The point reeked of the
of a new baby boy, a 1939 Plymouth
way from Gainesville to see Bee plated the doom of Glassjaw Plansmell of stale whiskey and homePHI MUSINGS
convertible. Blue. Baby is at preis weekend.
Uy. While blowing ecstatic, big, made beer. Behind the bar sat
by Bev
sent the pride of the house and each
And SALT LICK (or so we have blue smoke rings into the face of
The warm weather has taken the taken the liberty to call him) has his personal valet, John ShoUen- "Rotundes Rinck", noted under,
one of us is lining up for our first
Thursday, May 20
excursion in him. Predictions say limelight over at the Phi Mu house arrived to be a companion to IK berger, Babyface surveyed the lux- world fence and legal adviser to
Babyface. The smoke that issued
8:15—Memorial service with Choir at Chapel for Madame Louise that he is going to be very spoiled. this week. Between getting sun BIK.
ury of his Park Avenue penthouse. from the noted fence and counterHomer.
Dottie and Marilyn Walker went tans and finishing those last minute
John, Babyface's personal body- feiter's cheap, homemade cigar was
to the Pelican and judging by the term papers ,everyone has kept
P I P H I PATTER
servant, set a large, delicious look- nauseating.
Friday, May 21
temperature here we all wish we'd quite busy.
by AH
ing mint julep in front of his mas4:30—Recital a t Dyer: Newburn, Seymour, Christenson, Hendrix,
Frances Maring headed for St.
gone with them.
uiet and Mrs. Brown reigned su- ter. Baby face raised the aristo"Hi, Babyface. Have a drink on
Wright.
Hoff and P a t Jenkins have start- Pete for the week-end, and the
me at the Pi Phi house over the cratic drink to his eager lips. He the h o u s e ? "
8:15—Senior Recital—Mae Porter, Soprano—Annie Russell.
ed t h a t international club right rest of us headed for the Indepen- week-end, while the nearby beaches was interrupted in his pleasure by
"No
thanks, Bill. Is Cokey Bill
9:15—"Les Cucaraches" a t Casa Iberia
here known as the "We Deserve dent Show. We were all mighty
invaded by sun-and-fun seek- a loud r a p at the door.
Custer in the back room?"
organization. I t is otherwise proud of Norma Jean Thaggard
Joining the happy group at
Saturday, May 22
"Yeah, killer. Go on back. Say,
"See who is calling a t this unknown as an excellent excuse for and Jeannine Romer, and all give the Pelican this weekend were
1:30—Sullivan Scholarship Awards
Babyface, can ya let me have a
godly hour, will you, "Big Sid"?
doing as little as possible (being three cheers for "That Kid Kidd."
ain and Gordon, P a t W. and
7:30—Campus Sing—Center Patio
few grand on the cuff? I was fig; "Big Sid", one of Babyface'
Besides the usual musical notes
lazy). The number of those seekMargie
Muntcastle, who
prin' on dropping over to Howie
most trusted triggerman and oneSunday, May 23
ng membership has far exceeded heard from song practice ,we have turned in such a splendid acting and
Fisher's gambling joint tonight."
4:00—Phi Kappa Lambda Meeting at Dyer Memorial
been hearing Elinore Voorhis and dancing role in the Independent time bodyguard to the lately de,he planned for quota.
"You bet. Will ten G's do ya?"
ceased "Bugsy" Talton, nodded in
8:15—Junior Recital—Agnes Hendrix, Pianist and Margaret Bell,
By the way, have you noticed Maggie Bell tuning up, preparing j Show, went over Sunday th Little
"I guess that'll be sufficient,"
assent.
Soprano—Woman's Club.
the graduation ring on Rae Hold- for their recitals. Maggie Bell's Richard Knott.
growled, the one-time famous crim"Who
is
it,
"Big
Sid"?
en's finger? We are still trying to recital takes place next at the Wo- | Pi Phi P a t t y Ann, whose talentinal lawyer, recently dis-barred for
Tuesday, May 25
man's Club. If. you didn't hear
(Continued from page 3)
"It's a dame, Boss."
perjury and attemptting to bribe a
8:15—Opening of "Spider Island"—Phi Beta Benefit—Fred Stone find out all the details.
"Ye gads" If it's t h a t double, Supreme Court justice during a
Theatre.
crossin'
witch,
Ruby
Roebuck,
p
u
t
4:00—Choir Party—Sanlando
the blast to her and then have
7:30—Movie, Annie Russell
Babyface reached into the coat
THUNDERING HEARD
"Creeper" Wagner dump her in the pocket of his tailor-made, silk
W A X I N G Eloquent
Wednesday, May 26
East River."
smoking; jacket and pulled fortli a
Faculty-Senior Banquet
"It ain't Ruby, boss.
It's a roll of greenbacks big enough to
To Rollins Students:
8:15—-"Spider Island"
Capitol continues smart promoEveryone gets so pleasant around bouncin' blonde. I seen her dance
choke a horse. He peeled off ten
Disposition of used textbooks is tion with the addition of ex-GoodThursday, May 27
this time of the year. Everyone once or twice at the Burlesque Pal- G's, stuffed his roll back in hi«
always a problem. With the end man pianist Mel Powell. His rendi8:15—"Spider Island"
speaks in such subdued, sweet ace. She's one of the strippers. Did pocket, and strode, through a door
of the term and summer closing
tion of "Anything Goes" and "That tones, is so willing to loan a nickel, a baloon dance once that was pretty in the back of Rinck's Saloon, folimminent, may we suggest several
good till some of the scum from lowed by silent "Big Sid." Inside
Old Black Magic" is scarcely faith- would laugh at anything, would
around Glassjaw's territory started the "back room" three men sat
possible solutions?
,
1. Save or ship them home to add ful to original melodies, but bears ] give his right toe for his best throwing darts at her."
playing cards.
Published Weekly by Undergraduate
Students of Rollins
"I don't like blondes, "Big Sid".
to your personal library, or offer a lot of listening. Powell, a jazzman friend, and gets such a genuine reCokey Bill Custer peered over
them to the College Library.
with classical training, mixes Bop sponse when spoken to. Well, what You know my passion for the red- the top of his hand only to see two,
2. If they are latest editions and Chords with touches of Gershwin, do you expect? We've been here heads. Tell 'er I'm outa town.
massive, hulking figures standing
Adhere in the United Sta
"She says she's gotta see ya,
will be used here next year you are Waller and Wilson. The result, eight months now, haven't we?
the shadows of the doorway.
$3.00 for the full eollej
Babyface," came the growling reply Cokey Bill whipped a snub-nosed
welcome to p u t them up for sale
however, is his own and, as we say, And what a paradise, too! Frank- of "Big Sid" Stevens, one time
through the Bookstore on a com38
police special he had lifted from J(,
Telephone 187 J
mission basis. Such resales are worth the price . . . hipsters will re- ly, I can't seem to make out wheth- pickpocket and Florida bookie.
a dead cop out of a concealed shoul- \^
E^ditorial Board
"Give 'er a few bucks and tell 'er der holster.
handled in this manner; when call Powell's breakneck "World I s er it's because everyone is so anx'
Pete Sholley
...Jim McMenemy turned over to the Bookstore, each Waiting for the Sunrise" which i ious to get home or because they to scram," came the kind-hearted
Put t h a t heater away, C<
,. (Jenn Lipseomb book should contain a sheet of pareply of the terrible killer. "If she
me, your old pal from our I
may or may not be still available ] simply can't bear the thought of
(Jliti Elriister
don't beat it, have the "Creeper"
Beverly Ott per showing the date, your name,
.-,
on a B.G. sextet Columbia.
i leaving dear old Roily Colly. Places knife 'er and drop her down t h e leggin' days, Babyface."
the title of the book and the resale
your old rascal you.
Speaking of Teddy Wilson, he ] grow' an people after a while, I elevator shaft."
price set by you. All books are left
When did ya crash out? Last I
Proofreaders
"She just left, Boss."
| heard you wuz up the river for tax
at the owner's risk. Payment will has piano solo albums out on va- guess. Well, it's — throw the books
Ann Lewis Turley, Carolyn Maass, Marjorie Norris
made to you when and if the rious labels. If you like piano rec- 1 to the winds, grab the next means Babyf
once more lifted the ' evasion."
Business Staff
book is sold at the price you set ords, you can do no better than pick j of escape, and greet the folk ^ . , j ^ frosty mint julep to his lips. Sud"You just ain't been around,
10% commission. In case your up on Teddy. With what I can o n l y ! , . , . . ^ , , ,.
, ,
,
' I denly, the door to his private eleva- Cokey. I got sprung a long t i m ' l ^
Advertising Commissioners
(Bobble Daniels
Well, i m back—do some- ..^^ cli'^ nnon ..^.A .. .- n
-n
(Allison Heniiiff book is not sold within 6 months, call taste and musicianship, his jazz that
,
.
„
.
,
,
,
.
,
\^^
'''"'
°P'="'
'>'"'
^
'
»
"
•
willowy
ago.
Say, Cokey, I've sworn to rubj
Circulation Manager
, Snndie Reinsmith
both intellectual and e x c i t i n g . ! " ' ' " « '^""'«- ' "^o" ' """'^ know: sultry loolcing redhead slinked in. Glassjaw Flannelly out and I'm re- •^'
Business Manager
^
Andy Tomasko please indicate whether you want
it returned to you or disposed of by Like Powell, he is a Goodman alum- W h a t the flrst thing I'll do when I j "Babyface, lamby-pie, darling, , . . iting some boys. How about
Writers
Bookstore to a second-hand
with me for say about
featured with Benny in get home will be. Whether to take i loveboat", came the rustling voice j throwing
Peter Van Meter, Marj Colt, Jim McMenemy. Jan Crambers, Weston
Emery, Julie Goodman, Ken Rowswell, Dick Knott, Bill Shelton, Jim dealer at any obtainable price less the days when th# king offered
the car and take-off for all t h e j ° ^ / " ' ' f ^°'''^^f' ""^ ""P*^ fl™<i 20 G's?"
Ernster, Flip Starobin.
Bookstore /commission.
anti-Jimcrowish by hiring Wilson
"Is Flannelly that no good rat
I and petty shoplifter,
Sell any old editions, super-1 and Lionel Hampti
places I've wanted to be while atj ..Qet outa here. Ruby," screamed that's been running the rackets
seded texts, etc., to the Wilcox and; Also available at local disc em- ollege but couldn't get to, or lie the ferocious mobster.
down on the Bowery?
"But loveboat," moaned Ruby as
Follett Co., whose representative | poriums are several re-issue albums in the hammock with a copy of
"Yeah, that's the scum. H°''
Keyhole Cdrrespondenfs
will be at the Bookstore on May 25 featuring such past greats as Louis "The Influence Of Sea Power On she took the gangland king by sur- got a lot of friends, and it The prices they offier are standard Armstrong and (The Immortal) History", or go to bed for two prise and planted one on him.
gonna be easy to get him. An
Babyface broke loose from her with me. Cokey?"
for second-hand books, though it Bix Beiderbecke. These are histor- weeks and become a second Rip
Phi Beta
-....Jo Gun
Independent Women
Jinx Shekel
must be realized that such com ical figures, but the jive is very Van Winkle, or what? The length clutches and gave her a stinging
Kappa Alpha Theta
Betty Lou Br<
"Sure, Babyface. Sure . . • ''"
long I backhand across the cheek which round up my boys. When ya gonna
Kappa Kappa Gamn
panies buy on the basis of resale much alive. Overlook occasional of the sunwher is just about
little I sent Ruby tumbling. He followed get h i m ? "
value which is low or non-existant awkward ensemble and trombone as one term at college —
Alpha Phi Lai
for many old editions and trade passage*s and you will find some longer, and I've often wondered J this tiger-like action by a harsh "In about a week. You get yout
Delta Chi
Independe
books.
of the hard-hitting and inspired whether I should spend my sum- ; command, "Creeper, p u t t h a t boys together, and with all'my
Kappa Alpha
Very sincerely,
Lambda Chi Alpha
Don Ellrott
blowing that h a s made Louis and mers just as constructively! Well, I whiskey aw^y and take this babe boys, too, he aint got a chance.
Sigma Nu
_ ____
C.Parker Simpson
Mrs. Mutispaugh,
Bix the justly revered greats t h a t one can get a job, one can make • down to the East River and Knockin him off will be like takin
X Club
:
Cecil Van Hoos^
hay while the sun shines, one can | give her the works. Don't use the candy from a baby. Meet me ^'
. Rollins College Bookstore. they are.
Staff Photographers
Marjorie Colt, Hugh Davis, Stanley Rudd
Sketches by..
Carol Aus
get in good with the folks, one can j knife this time—the blood'll float my penthouse a week from to..Charlc D a v
write a novel, one can do anything,', to the surface and attract atten- night."
Dear Sir:
Member
\
Park; 2, The College; 3, the price but somehow, I don't think it would \ tion. Ya better strangle her. "Big "Okay, Babyface. Me and i»y
Plssocioled Cblle6iale Press
There is a definite parking prob- of College license tags be hiked ! be appropriate to study. I t would | Sid" and I a r e going uptown to boys will be there."
i
lem here on campus. A partial to $.75, or, 4, take a dollar from just threw me off balance. Okay, | round up the boys."
Babyface did a quick about fai*',
Distributor of
solution would be to paint parking each students deposit fee and as- we came to college to learn, and so, | "Anything you say, Babyface," and strode out of Rinck's SalooOj
Golle6iafe Di6esl
sess the faculty and staff the same we've learned for eight long months ' came the whistling voice of the and up the stret toward's Markspace lines on the street.
—about all kinds of things, and it I creeper as he scooped up the dazed land's Pool Hall to recruit the pi
I investigated the problem some amount.
E S T A B L I S H E D IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
time back and I found out that such
Mr. Editor, what is your opinion ? ain't all in books either!—Maybe form of Ruby and crept into Baby- rest of his boys."
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf ani -pointed, well-rounded yet ?nany a project costs money. A goodly I'd like to see an editorial written you're awfully sick of seeing every-1 face's private elevator,
What will happen when Babyfa*
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and ehergetic as its name sum is needed.
on the subject and some student one right about now — you think i Babyface picked up his straw h a t and his gang invide the Bowery
imflies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a feer,
Our main worry is then to finance council member bring it up in meet- if you see t h a t face again, you'll: and gold enameled yo-yo and strode to fight it out to the death with
scream,
but
I'll
lay
you
odds,
you'll
i
out
the
door
with
"Big
Sid"
at
his
wonderjully
attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be this most worthy-project. There are ing.
his sworn enemy, Glassjaw Flan- ^;
probably be damn glad to see every-! heels,
found ufon investigation
to be among the extraordinary
qualities oj several ways I have in mind and
Yours truly,
nelly and his mob? Will "Stooley"
one again in the fall.
j A haU hour later saw the two Gordon tip Glassjaw off?
the
Sandsfur.
they a r e : 1, The City of Winter
Gordon Tully.
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SCENES FROM THE INDEPENDENTS SHOW "THAT KID, KIDD / /

TWENTY-FIRST NINETEEN
HUNDRED FORTY-EIGHT
at eight-fifteen o'clock
ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE
Winter Park, Florida
PROGRAM
I.
PARTITIA IN B FLAT
MAJOR
Bach
Prelude
Allemande
Courante
Sarabande
Menuets I and II
Gigue
SONATA, OP. 22
Allegro con brio

Beethoven

INDEPENDENT INKLINGS
by Jinx
The show is over and life will
again be peaceful, but it was wonderful. David Baker's arrival on
Saturday for the final performance
was an added treat. In case you
didn't know, he wrote the music
for the show and is studying at
the Julliard School of Music in
New York. Remember the name—
in years to come, you'll be hearing
it many times.
Another arrival on the scene was
Cissy Morrison, who unknowingly
arrived Friday night and left Tuesday. She's now at Translyvania
College in Kentucky.
More visitors were Louie's folks
who came from Texas to see the
show and Bobbie's from Miami.
Mrs. Hallie's party Sunday night
was loads of funn. Chap and Louie
sang, while David gave his interpretation of the music.
Connie Hubbard left us for the
weekend to join Harry and the
crowd at the Pelican, and Terry
was Pat's guest in Indian River
City.
The weekend has been busy and
exciting, but we're all settling
down to a normal life now, attempting to catch up on lost sleep
and studies.

PROFILES

by Pat Van Sickle
The birth of twins in the Whitley
solved several problems. Mrs.
Whitley had wanted a girl named
for her mo'ther, and Mr. Whitley
wanted a girl named for his mother.
_Chopin
When Frank "Markland came to Brother Sam, four years older
_Chopin
Rollins the fall term of 1945 he than the twins, wanted two sisters
already had quite a past. He had despite his mother's warning that
"Vote Republican and save whats CHORALE PRELUDE, OP.
3 a rough, hard world, and a enough, who shape the course of
been one of those story-book heroes two were difficult to get at the
122, NO. 8 ....__ -Brahms-Busoni
left." That is what the slogan is,
person must be' rugged to get the nation.
of World War 2, being one of the same time.' (Priorities, you know!)
(A Rose Breaks into Bloom)
and the majority of people are
ahead in it. Weaklings drop quickThe Idiot advocates the constant going to abide with it.
few surviving rangers in the fa- But Dulcie and Mary Jane, arrivINTERMEZZO, OP. 117
ing ten minutes apart, cleared all
ly by the wayside.
use of profane words and phrases
mous
Dieppe raid, and having also
NO. 2
_Brahms
The National Democratic Party
these matters up.
One of the surest ways to appear in conversations with everyone. Of
been at the vanguard of the landorld-wise, the Idiot claims, is to course, one must be discreet. Too has sold the Southern Democrats RHAPSODY, OP. 79 NO. 2. Brahms
I can see that there are several
ings
in
Africa
and
Italy.
As
if
this
se varying degrees of profanity. much profanity is just as close to down the river for many years.
weren't enough Frank came to Rol- advantages to being twins. The
THETA THAYINGS
; seems Idiotic, but it's true that Idiocy as not enough. With suffi- This year's actions are the pay off,
chief one at school is that they can
lins,
and
his
life
has
been
a
battle
Campus
Keyholers—
The
Thetas
have
discovered
a
the most successful people in the cient practice, however, the author and the people felt it here, tod. For
new sport to add to their long list, ever since. A battle to keep his fem- (and have) taken each other's
(Continued from page 2)
world swear at everything and ev- maintains that any person can be- example, the citrus growers reand, as usual, have practiced until inine admirers at a safe distance. place in class. One did admit goeryone. Those that abstain com- come proficient at tossing off ex- ceived no recogTiition from the ed performance in the same show
they have become quite proficient. This struggle has made him one of ing to class for the other so that
brought
forth
much
praise,
was
pletely are considered narrow and pletives and colorful adjectives in Marshall Plan disti^bution. Hf
This game may be played either the best of our campus athletes. As i her sister could take a weekend
patronage is to be handed out, the really ready Ifor a brief rest.
wishy-washy, and invariably are any company.
j holiday. They were a bit reluctant
The Gainesville crew was aboard outdoors or indoors" in almost any Frank himself will mumble, "It to go in to detail so near graduation
South may receive something, but
given insignificant positions.
garb, "although it is advisable to takes a good man to keep those
Women, too—particularly in,the
College naturally, is the logical it is usually from the bottom of the ship again, and Margie Sommer
j time, as they thought it really
wear shorts and a top in case of
and
Carolyn
were
in
command.
barrel.
The
Demos
figure
the
usiness world—must be hard- place to practice because everyone
j wouldn't go over so well with Dr.
June Nelson added to her tan at losing your shirt, for competition
boiled. Frequent use of cursing is oblivious to personalities and the Floridians will vote for them anyFrank's age is one of those un- I Clarke . The twins have even taken
the beach, as did Cindy Heideman, is hot and, often, heavy.
IS a woman is capable of handl- impressions they make on others. way, and they have in the past.
answered questions which invites j each other's place on dates, but
The
name
of
this
amusement
is
who
kept
Tony
Ransdell
company
ing executive jobs and other posimuch speculation. He insists that they've found this dosn't work too
The Idiot himself swears a great
For a party that really believes
BLACK-JACK, pronounced with a
of trust. Women that use deal, as do his friends. In fact, the in fair distribution is the "Repub- on Sunday .
he is twenty-one years old, ascrib- well. They confuse people who
The Tarpon group Sunday, was cajoling leer while deftly riffling ing his somewhat mature appear- have not learned to tell them aparl
Sunday School language are not Idiot seldom lets a sentence escape lican party", a sound, businessa
deck
of
cards,
Yvonne,
up
to
the
dependable and have no initiative, without a colorful word of some like party, with none of the cor- guest of Silver Springs for lunch,
ance (receding hairline, etc.) to a by calling each other "sister"
and usually spend their lives living sort. He finds that he can express ruptness that has been shown by boat rides, snake exhibit and swim- present time, is highest scorer hard and fully lived life. This may which doesn't help a bit.
(Norm is saving up for the song
'ith Mother or giving teas.
or may not be true, but it is hardly
himself better if he uses plenty of the political party in power. The ming. Among the ten were Pi Phi
Dulcie and Mary Jane disagree
Many examples can be cited to "naughty" words, and he finds that Republicans have an ample number Henning, who with Dottie Best, contest). Anyone interested in a relevant in view of Frank's other seldom. Of course, I wonder whethUphold this argument. Look a t the more people respect him for his of strong, courageous, young lead- Nancy Neide, and George Johnson, friendly little game can see her or undeniable virtues, the most out- ! er they disagree too violently about
Nan
Brinkman.
The
only
di
professions t h a t influence the skillful use of those words.
standing of which is his disposition. [ about the clothes problem. When
ers, with excellent records in the drove to Ocala for the day. Mary
pointment in winning is the lack of
American way of life. You won't
We've rarely known a more consist- I they disagree too violently about
Moreover, the Idiot actually offices they have held in the past. Upthegrove, Norma Jean Thagfind ministers, doctors, scientists, thinks very little of people who do These leaders are men like Stassen gard, Dixie Redding, and Mr. and a trophy, but give 'em time—they'll ently good-natured guy, and that's , what dress to wear ,they just
think
of
something!!
musicians, or teachers affecting not swear. They have no minds of of Minn., Dewey of N. Y., Taft of Mrs. Fleet Peeples and son, made
a trait that will cover up a lot more [ dress differently. Mary Jane often
Our congratulations to Roe and faults than Frank has.
people's opinions. It's the coal their own. They're intellectual Ohio, Vandenberg of Michigan, the second car.
1 wears Dulcie's clothes by mistake.
Jeannie Reinhardt for their fine
miners, the factory workers, truck peasants.
Frank will be winding up his ; In spite of all this they definitely
Martin of Mass., and countless
they should remain in the state performance in the Independent Rollins career come June 2, and in; like being twins and enjoy doing
r.s, laborers, I d i o t i c a l l y
others.
—The Idiot.
show.
We
enjoyed
it
as
much
as
the next phase of his life he's got things together. (Ask them to*
These are the men who can take governments mainly, civil right' you did, kids!!
the good wishes of a lot of people. sing for you sometime.)
tins country of ours and make it laws, police and what ever else
I see someone approaching with
The Whitleys are members of
secure and a country to be looked generally concerns the state. Then, a deck of cards, so I shall clutch Right?
the constituted authority be reAlpha Phi. This year Mary Jane,
up to by all nations.
tained by counties, cities and com- the paltry remainder of my allow- veted award, went to none other who acts as the spokesman of
, The Republicans of today bel:
ance
and
go
into
hiding
until
next
munities; into these divisions until
than our housemother, Mrs. Shaw, the two, was vice president, and
in the old Jeffersonian ideas, only
it ends in the administration of week.
for services way above and beyond Dulcie, recording secretary. Mary
the name of the party is
De Mv. L,
Mii
every man's name by himself; that
the call of duty.
Jane heaped big honors on the
and it does deceive peoph
all will be done for the best. On LAMBDA CHI ALPHA NEWS
ave a girl friend of whom I am I have been a conscientious stuThe title of "Miss Lake Virginia punkin-on-the-pole wearers when
The Republican carpet baggers
Hooker Hall was its usual thriv- for 1948" went to Mary Jane Whit- she was elected student council
fond. She is a little spoiled dent throughout my academic ca- have long been out of existence the other hand, Democrats are caring
self
over
the
weekend.
Approxley. It was a close race between secretary last spring. Both have
perhaps, but she is good looking reers. Some of the things I have and their policies of old are and rying everything before them in
the name of strong dictatorial imately thirty-eight heart games her and Dulcie. The title of the participated in many intramural
and not too much of a drag. The read, however, have set me to have been carried out by the nagovernment. Jefferson, in those were played, or was it thirty-nine ? most outstanding freshman in the activities and have been members
only trouble is this: She doesn't thinking, and I am rapidly reach- tional Democratic machine of late.
days, saw the Democratic policies Dud Durgin entertained Fred Harta car, and I am pretty sure ing the conclusion that the world The people are just beginning to galloping toward monarchy, but ley with a rabbit at 2 o'clock Sun- club went to the "cherry pickin" of various clubs.
The Twins are thrilled that Mary
that I could get one who did. I have is going to hell. I fear that west- wake up to this fact. The Repub- they were stopped as they are day morning. It seems Dud raided Squire, Bob Smathers. To Chief
ern civilization faces self-annihilaMooney went the "good conduct Jane has been accepted for gradund a young mouse with a '48
lican party believes in and has being stopped today. If new pow- Brinson's rabbit hutch and abscondtion after an orgy of fascistic exmedal" for keeping the fire bugs ate work at B. U. She majors in
Buick.
carried out policies of Jefferson's ers are needed by the government, ed with one of th& poor fellows.
cess. Where do I fit into this picunder control. "Hairbreath" Har- sociology and Dulcie ,in general
decentralization of government. it should be secured by way of Stealithily creeping back to HookAmbitious.
ture?
vard Cox was chosen as the most human relations.
The people to support the govern- amendment to the Constitution er, Harvey, I mean Dudley, slipped
outstanding intramural athlete of
We will definitely miss the
ment, not the government to sup- and not int^'pretation. The Dem- into Fred's room with his surpirse.
Dear Ambitious,
the year. The final award went "Sisters" next year. After knowport the people. The Republicans ocrats stand for ruling idea, love After an exchange of pleasantries
to Art Swacker for his Sinatraish ing them the idea of being a twin
The material side of life isn't Dear Baffled,
will remove and eliminate these for stability, justice, and dictatorial Dudley and the rabbit slipped
voice. With this award went a sounds very nice.
Everything, but a car is important
Let's go find ourselves an Island. old Democrat parasites that don't order.
Their financial schemes silently away into the night. And reccommendation to the Sorority
if you want to get somewhere.
know what work is and in turn, were deep-laid plans for corruption that's about all. Oh yes. Long John
Phi Beta. The meeting broke up end. Need one say that a fine time
you, the public, have to pay taxes of government.
says he wants you all to know he in the wee hours.
was had by all.
to keep these people behind an empDecentralization of government, went to Miami.
^ar Miss L,
Dear Miss L,
Monday night the Gamma Phis
ty desk.
X CLUB EXERPTS
advocated by Republicans, is the
GAMMA PHI BETA NEWS
I want very much to be popular
attended "en Masse" a pre-dinner
ave been giving considerable
Announcement was made last
Pris Likley received a visit from
That is where the government key to good and safe government
d have dates like other girls. I
party at Miss Loretta Salmon's.
bought to the forthcoming presiweek
of
the
coming
marriage
of
of
the
people,
by
the
people,
and
her
parents
in
St.
Pete
over
the
budget
can
be
cut
around
4
billion,
n dance well and have been cultiPaid advertisement. The Misses
lential elections, and I am firmly vating myself as a conversation- thereby giving all a reduction in for the people. The way to have a Williams Koch to Freddie Som- week-end.
Helen Fines and Jo Gunter to soliMary A. spent the week-end at
onvinced that a man I know named alist. I am gifted in other ways their income tax and getting the safe government is not to trust mers. We certainly wish them
cit funds for the installation of
'^ 3inar Flugum is the best possible too, but there is one trouble: I was people's government on a sound it to a few, but to divide it among the best of everything. This Gainesville.
a chapter for the preservation of
the many. The Republican Party is announcement motivated the right
Attending the "hash" party were
Il'fandidate for the office.
born without a nose. Is there any- basis, saving what's left.
wild life at Rollins. Apologies to
Serious.
The Republican party, with a the only one that can give this great reverend Dixie Redding to call a Helen F and Jo G and their res- Ken Newbemfli
thing I can do? At it is, I frighten
meeting
of
the
"hat"
club
Saturday
pective Lambda Chi dates. Said
majority in Congress today, is country of ours new and excess
people.
t^V-ear Serious,
enacting an entrenchment policy on energy to preserve itself, believing Night. (Intellectual branch of the party took place Sanlando way.
Noseless.
DELTA CHI DATA
Rusty R. Vicki J. and Kenn D.
the extravagent and wasteful poli- in the support to all state govern- X Club) After a few prayers and
From all indications, our bsnnuet
Why don't you start an "Einar
hymns we confirmed the following sojourned with their Sigma Nu
ments.
cies of its predecessors.
out at the Longwood Hotel Saturlugum for President" movement. Dear Noseless,
degrees. Madame X, the most co- dates at the Pelican over the weekWilliam J. Bazley
About
powers
of
government,
(Continued on page 4>
Your problem is unique .

Signerphying Nuthing

MISS LUSH

Menuetto, Minore
Rondo
Intermission
IL
MAZURKA, OP. 50
NO. 3
BALLADE, OP. 47 ....-

The Elephant's Cage
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Rollins Tennis Team
Remains Undefeated
The undefeated Rollin's Tennis
Team closed out its successful tennis schedule last week when they
defeated t h r e e Florida tennis
teams. On Thursday the Tar Netters defeated Florida Southern 9 to
0 in matches played here. On Saturday they journeyed to DeLand to
blank Stetson 9 to 0 and on Sunday
they returned here to defeat the
University of Miami 8 to 1.
The matches on Sunday with
Miami were the best seen on tthe
local courts this year. Although
the score indicates an easy win,
two of the single matches were
close. Ricardo Balbiers was forced
to extend himself in defeating Don
Vincent 3 -6, 6-3, 6-2 and Gus
Peeples ran into trouble with Bill
Turner before finally ekeing out a
4-6, 6-3, 7-5 victory.
The lone loss was an upset in
the third doubles match of the day
"when Peeples-Windham lost to
Johnson-Turner 6-2, 2-6, 6-1.
The results of the matches with
Miami are as follows: In the singles: Buse defeated Schwartz 6-2,
6-1; Larned defeated H a r t 6-1, 6-1;
Behrens defeated Johnson 6-2, 6-3;
Balbiers defeated Vincent 4-6, 6-3,
6-2; Peeples defeated Turner 4-6,
6-3, 7-5; Windham defeated Calkins
6-1, 6-2. In the doubles LarnedBehrens defeated Schartz-Hart 6-2,
6-2; Peeples-WindPtam lost to Johnson-Turner 6-2, 2-6, 6-1.

Sigma Nu Cops
Softball Title

Handicraft Studio

SEE NEIGHBOR
FOR ALL YOUR

211 East Welbourne Ave.

AUTOMOTIVE
NEEDS

Gifts
For All Occasions
Lovely Bernates and
Minerva Yarns
Argyle Packs — Needles
Books & Instructions

AT PEGRAM'S

SHELL STATION
PARK & FAIRBANKS

by

by Weston Emery

Nancy Morrison
In the double header race on Lake
Maitland last Saturday the Rollins
Jayvees redeemed themselves by
rowing a splendid race against Roy
Couch's Orlando High School crew.
Stroked by Don Brinegar, the JayI vees got off to a leading start, but
; were overtaken by the smooth-rowj ing OHS sweepsters at the halfI way mark.

Pi Gamma Mu
Initiates 15
The Florida Delta Chapter of
Pi Gamma Mu, National Honorary
Social Science Fraternity initiated
I class of candidates Friday evening, May 14, in Frances Chapel.
The initiated were:

The Thetas gave the Kappas another chance for the volleyball and
intramural trophies last week when
they forfeited a volleyball game to
the Phi Mus due to misunderstanding- in the schedule time. As the
games stand now, the Thetas and
Kappas are tied for first place with
seven games each and only one loss.
The Thetas beat the Kappas in a
close match, 32-23, earlier, so .the
play off for the title should be an
exciting game. It is scheduled for
4:15 Friday afternoon on the volleyball court beside Cloverleaf.

won
lost
Theta
6
1
Kappa
„._
6
1
Alpha Phi
4
3
Gamma Phi „ _
3
4
Phi Mu
2
4
Chi 0 -5
2
Independents
2
4
Pi Phi
0
7
The total intramural standing is
extremely close between the Kappas and the Thetas for first and
j second places. Including the results
; of all the intramural sports up to
! date, except volleyball, the Kappas
are one-half points ahead of the
Thetas for first place. The total intramural scores are as follows:
Kappa
603
Theta
601 ^
The Tarpon Club composed of:
Pauline Schwing, Dorothy Best,
Alison Henning, Norma Jean Thaggard, Barbara McLaughlin, Nancy
Neide, and coach Mary Upthegrove,
had a very busy week swimming in
three different exhibitions. Thursday evening they performed at the
Orange Court Hotel for a convention, and here at Rollins on Lake
Virginia they gave an exhibition at
the State Y.M.C.A. swimming institute last Saturday. Sunday the
girls in Tarpon and also Fleet Peoples and his wife spent the day at
Silver Springs and performed as
their guests. Again next Sunday
they will give an exhibition at Sanlando.
/

The resylts of last weeks play
completed volleyball intramurals
except for the play-off match and
the Independent vs. Phi Mu game.
Gamma Phi went ahead to score
another victory defeating this time
Pi Phi 56-14. The high scorer of
the week was also accredited to
Gamma Phi, for Penny Drinkwater
earned the high of fourteen points.
The Kappas added two more victories to their score when they also
defeated the Pi Phis 44-15 and the
Chi O's 26-16, in the closest game
of the week. Carol Posten had a
high score of twelve points in the
Kappa-Pi Phi game. Theta, in addition to her forfeit, defeated the
Independents 49-17, and the Alpha
Phis likewise defeated the Independents 36-20 to place third in
volleyball. Virginia Gates was the
There was a mistake in names in
high scorer of the later game with
my last week's article about the
nine points.
swimming. The corcection is: Sandy
The number of games von and Reinsmith won fourth place in the
lost for all the groups a : as fol- diving event for Theta instead of
lows:
Jean Reinhardt.
Claude Allison
Juanita Ault
Carole Austen
Beverly Burkhardt
Barbara Coith
Joseph Friedman
Carlton Gillespie
Herman Goodwin
Fred Hartley
Janet Hetzel
Marcia Huntoon
William Knauer
Cyrus Liberman
John Northrup
Mary Malta Peters
Officers elected for 1948-49 are

The Pioneer Cleaners of Winter Park

UNIVERSAL CLEANERS
A Particular Place for Particular People

121 West Park Ave.

Marcia Huntoon, president; Janet
Hetzel, vice president; Dr. William
Fort, secretary.
Advertisement—If the person
who stole the alcohol out of my
cellar in a glass jar will return
grandma's appendix, no questions
will be asked.
^ T h e Log.
"One of the Special Needs of our
Day is More Time for Meditation
and Reflection."

FAVOR TAXI
Next to Colony Theatre

CALL 107
Scenic Trip Specialty

Campus Keyholers—
(Continued from page 3)
day Night was a complete success.
I believe that everyone had a marvelous time. Among those there
were Phil and Delores, Jack and
Nancy, Joe Peeples and Catherine
Sorey, Ernie Vincent and Shirley
Kirk, Guv and Monica, Fred and
Eleanor Huihmell, Wes and Isabell
Mallet, Joe and Shelia, Walter and
Ginny, Dr. and Mrs. Vestal, Horsey and Louis Cheesman, and the
Louis Stones. The Langleys, and the
Suttons. If I remember correctly,
aren't the first five gals listed
Gamma Phi's ?
Did those of you who saw the
Independent Show see Sam and
Rannie perform?
Next week-end will find the boys
and their dates at the Pelican. I
wonder how many of the above
listed couples will be there. We
all will be sorry that Sam and Wes
won't be with us for they will be
at the Dad Vail regatta in Boston.
SIGMA NEWS
by " P "
Event of the week for the boys
at Rollins hall, was their much anticipated "escape" to the Pelican.
Things got off to a flying start
upon the tapping of "Ye Olde Keg."
After a few samples the "Nose"
Tomasko staggered to his feet and
roared a defying challenge to
"Bones" Knott for a return road
race. Upon taking two steps, he
crumpled to the sand and began to
sob when told that Knott was in
Winter Park. At that moment,, the
"Red Beak" O'Hara came racing
down the beach screaming "Clancy,
Oh Clancy, where are y o u ? " It
seems that Bill spent the entire
time looking for his date. Rough
time, wasn't it, Bill? Over in one
corner of this but compact group
sat "Adonis" with a smile large
enough to swallow a watermelon.
Suddenly from the ocean's edge
came terrifying screams. A seconci
but hazy glance found the "Mad
Greek" racing from the water haul-ing a large, but evidently non-discriminating crab, and who should
come to his aid but "Mumbles", the
pre-historic merniaid. After much
talk we found out what "Mumbles"
said—that the crab would have to
be removed. With frantic waving
of his arms, "Mumbles" called for
quick amputation of the Greek's toe
toe, rather than risking his life. To
his rescue reeled "Bulldog" and
commanded the crab to get lost.
After a quiet evening, the sacks
were filled one by one. Suddenly
there was a crash and a thud of
flesh hitting the floor was heard.

"Anywhere in the State"

The Rollins Baseball T e a m
clinched the State Baseball Championship in grand style last weekend when they defeated the University of Florida Gators in a two
game series played at HarperSheppard Field.
In fact, the championship was
folded neatly and placed in the
Tar's packet by virtue of their 5 to
4 victory in the Friday game.
H a r r y Hancock and Paul Klinefelter clouted triples and Buzzy
Rodenbaugh collected two singles
to lead the hitting attack.
The game was close all the way
with the lead changing hands twice
before being tied 4 all at the end
of the sixth. In the seventh inning
however, our boys put the game on
ice when Milford Talton singled,
stole second and scored on Buddy
McBryde's sharp single to left field.
We doff our hat to "Moaning
Willie" Cox for his sensational
catch against the fence of Bobby
Forbe's 390 foot slam in the seventh
inning. You will have to witness
a lot of ball games from here on
out to see another catch like that.
"Big John" Grey was the winning pitcher for the Tars giving
up only 5 hits over the nine inning
distance.
The •Tars won the Saturday contest by the score of 8 to 5. There
was little doubt of the outcome of
this game from the second inning
on when Rollins scored five runs.
Jim Covello received credit for
the win although he was relieved
in the eighth by Clyde Stevens.
By winning these two games
Rollins has, for the first time, have
beaten the Gators in a baseball
series.
Rollins record in interstate competition is now 16 wins and 2 losses.
On Friday and Saturday of this
week Rollins will close its baseball
season when they meet the Florida
State University Nine in a two
game series to be played at Harper-Sheppard Field.
The Friday game will start at
3:4.5 P. M. and the Saturday contest will get under way at 3:00
P. M. Clyde Stevens has the starting assignment in the first game
and "Big" John Grey is scheduled
to pitch the second.
It was the "Exhibitioner", who
claimed that he was practicing his
plunge. He later changed his style
and went into a breast stroke followed by the crawl. We hope that
this added practice will stand him
well in the forthcoming swimming
meet.
Anonymous: I've seen the light
and it doesn't say Budweiser on
Tap.

Phone 197

Jack and Gene say —

Free Parking on West Park Ave.

"Meet Me At The Tepee"

Learn To Fly Now

FEATURING

You'll Never Have a Better

JIMMIE THOMAS
AT T H E PIANO

lEPEE CLUB
947 Orange Ave.
PHONE 231R

Tars Down Gators
In Two Day Stand

COEDS IN SPORTS

Stroke G o i n ' Up

Overcoming the second place
Lambda Chis with comparative
ease, the Sigma Nus clinched the
Intramural softball championships
last Thursday afternoon. For the
first four innings it was a tight
pitcher's battle between H. B. Bax- ! Starting their sprint early, the
ter and Don Allen until the roof I Jayvees, coaxed by Hugh Davis, in'"ell in on the losers as the men from I creased their pace to 38 strokes a
Sigma Nu found Baxter's offerings minute and left the Orange crew.
much to their liking going on to Although the lighter Orlando crew
win handily 9-2. Other games last gained in their belated sprint, the
week saw the X Club surprise an j Jayvees' superior endurance carried
->ver confident KA team to the tune them home in 5:00 3/5 minutes,
of 13-5, and the lowly Delta Chis I three quarters of a length ahead of
the game OHS crew.
best the Independents.
The experienced Tar Varsity
crew trounced the green Tampa
Swim Meet Held
University eight in a less exciting
On Virginia Tuesday
contest. The undefeated Tars, off
The X Club won the Intra-mural in a slow start, drew steadily ahead,
Swimming Meet last Tuesday af- and led by a length and a half at
tetrnoon with a total score of 38 the Cypress Tree. Then stroke Sam
points. Kappa Alpha was second Burchers lowered the stroke slightwith 33 points and Sigma Nu was ly to 33 and the crews remained
'breast until Sam called for the
third with 12 points.
sprint.
The results of the meet are:
Raising the pace to about 35
50 Yard Dash—Motch (X Club),
Buse (Ind), Gray (KA) Wetherall trokes a minute, the Blue and Gold
hell
eased away from the rival
(X Club), Time: 28:4 seconds; 50
Yard Back-Stroke: Brown (KA), rew, carrying the Confederate flag
ass
the
buoys two and a half
Mellen (KA), Motch (X Club),
Hartley (LC), Time; 35:1; 100 engths ahead of Tampa. Your
eroes
moved
for 4:50 3/5 minutes,
Yard Free Style: Koch (X Club),
Van Buren (LC), Osten (KA), heir rivals for 5:00 3/5.
So
ends
the
1948 rowing season
Smith (LC), Time 1:7.9; 50 Yard
Breast Stroke: Diedrich (KA), n Lake Maitland. This Saturday
le Tar Sweepsters participate in
Fisher (X Club), Drawn (SN)
Wallace (KA), Time 34.9; Diving: he Dad Vail Regatta in Boston
Redding (X Club), Brown (KA), Tainst Boston University, MariLister (SN), Gray ( K A ) ; 220 Yard ;tta, Dartmouth, Amherst, AmerFree Style: Koch (X Club), Drawn can International, and lona. AI( SN ), McCauslin ( LC ), Kelly lough Boston is strongly favored
(X Club), Time: 3:15.7; Plunge for 0 win, Rollins will make a good
Distance: Redding (X Club), Say- bowing and may even bring home
lors ( S N ) , Smedstet
( A P L ) , he trophy.
Interest in crew is gaining all
Osten (KA), Distance: 50 feet; 200
Yard Relay: Kappa Alpha, X Club, ver the country. Next year RolLambda Chi, Sigma Nu, Time: ins will conjpete against Tampa,
'iiami, Southern, and many of the
1:56.8.
rews in the Dad Vail Association.

NOTICE TO ALL STUDENTS
FROM THE ACADEMIC OFFICE
All students expecting to return
to Rollins College next year must
file schedules for the year 1948-49
with the Registrar by May 31.
Places will be held in classes only
for students who comply with this
procedure.
All students should check their
plans with the new schedule and, if
changes are necessary, should consult their advisers and make out
corrected schedules. Thdse who are
making no changes must report to
the Registrar that the schedules on
file are correct.
term must be made up before the
Students are reminded that any end of this present term or it autoincomplete work from the winter matically goes to a failure.

THURSDAY, MAY 20, 1943

SANDSPUR

WINTER PARK

HARPER'S
"Nothing Too Good For Our Customers"
539 \\. FAIRBANKS AVENUE

Chance — You've Never
Had Such Fun.

SHOWALTER
AIRPARK

the opening of a new and different dress shoppe.

May 20th at US Park Ave. So.

Ruth Lawrence

Dress Shoppe

Distinctive casual dresses and sportswear.

FLIGHT !
PHONE

^50

Prices — Matinee 44c
Evening BOc — tax inc.
Continuous from 2:00 P. M.

Sunday and Monday

FREE STORAGE
FOR YOUR BEDCLOTHES, RUGS, DRAPES
THAT YOU HAVE LAUNDERED OR CLEANED
WITH US OVER THE SUMMER VACATION.

'MY WILD IRISH ROSE"

Orlando Steam Laundry Co.
SEE OUR AGENTS

ART SWACKER AND OTTIS MOONEY
FOR DETAILS

Office.
JUST CALL

"NAKED CITY"

The Technicolor hit that you'll
be wild about."
DENNIS MORGAN

Free, Insured, Storage at the

Make Reservations NOW and
Pick Up Your Tjckets At Our

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
Terrifically told by the man who
gave you "The Killers" and
"Brute Force." Towering above
all other in the fury of her passion and the greatness of her
heart!
Barry Fitzgerald
MARK BELLINGER'S
with
Howard Duff—Dorothy H a r t

Free Delivery To and From Your Dorm.
We will pick up your bedclothes June 3 and deliver
them back to your Dorm, the day before school begins.

BIRD"

GETS THE BEST

WINTER PARK

.^<ff;>'''""'''

THE "EARLY

your on-campus airport

WINTER PARK

ANNOUNCING

^^^.:''tci\oH^

HOMEWARD
BOUND

2-0034
WE'LL DO T H E REST

Tuesday and Wednesday
in Technicolor
the Hate that split the Valley . . .
Father Against Son! Their's
and unleashed a love more enduring than the Hills!
From the Great Novel
"BOB SON OF BATTLE"
" T H U N D E R ' IN

RUTLAND'S
TRAVEL SERVICE

THE

and

VALLEY"
In Technicolor
Starring
Lon McCallister - Peggy Ann
Garner, Eklmund Gwenn, the
winner of an Academy Award
from "Miracle on 34th Street'

LUGGAGE

DEPARTMENT

